
Rapid Object Indexing and Recognition UsingEnhanced Geometric HashingBart Lamiroy and Patrick Gros?GRAVIR { Imag & Inria Rhône-Alpes,46 avenue F�elix Viallet, F-38031 Grenoble, FranceAbstract. We address the problem of 3D object recognition from a sin-gle 2D image using a model database. We develop a new method calledenhanced geometric hashing. This approach allows us to solve for the in-dexing and the matching problem in one pass with linear complexity. Useof quasi-invariants allows us to index images in a new type of geomet-ric hashing table. They include topological information of the observedobjects inducing a high numerical stability.We also introduce a more robust Hough transform based voting method,and thus obtain a fast and robust recognition algorithm that allows usto index images by their content. The method recognizes objects in thepresence of noise and partial occlusion and we show that 3D objects canbe recognized from any viewpoint if only a limited number of key viewsare available in the model database.1 IntroductionIn this paper we address the problem of recognizing 3D objects from a single 2Dimage. When addressing this problem and when the objects to be recognized arestored as models in a database, the questions \Which one of the models in thedatabase best �ts the unknown image?" and \What is the relationship between theimage and the proposed model(s)?" need to be answered. The �rst question canbe considered as an indexing problem, the second as a matching problem. Index-ing consists in calculating a key from a set of image features. Normally similarkeys correspond to similar images while di�erent keys correspond to di�erent im-ages. The complexity of comparing images is reduced to the comparison of theirsimpler indexing keys. Comparing two keys gives a measure of global similaritybetween the images, but does not establish a one-to-one correspondence betweenthe image features they were calculated from [12]. Although indexing techniquesare fast, the lack of quantitative correspondences, makes this approach unsuitedfor recognizing multiple or partially occluded objects in a noisy image.Since the indexing result only establishes a weak link between the unknownimage and a model, a second operation is needed to determine the quantitativerelationship between the two. Common used relationships are the exact location? This work was performed within a joint research programme between (in alphabeticalorder) Cnrs, Inpg, Inria, Ujf



of the model in the image, the viewpoint form which the image of the model wastaken and/or aspect of the model the unknown image corresponds to. They canbe calculated by solving the matching problem. I.e. establishing a correspondencebetween the image and model features. Solving the matching problem, however,is an inherently combinatorial problem, since any feature of the unknown imagecan, a priori, be matched to any feature in the model.Several authors have proposed ways to solve the recognition problem. Sys-tems like the one proposed in [4] use a prediction-veri�cation approach. Theyrely on a rigidity constraint and their performance generally depends on the op-timisation of the hypothesis tree exploration. They potentially evaluate matchesbetween every feature of every model and every feature of the unknown image.Lamdan and Wolfson [11] �rst suggested the geometric hashing technique, whichwas later extended in several ways [8, 5, 6, 1]. It assumes rigidity as well, butthe search is implemented using hashing. This reduced a part the complexity. Itsmain advantage is that it is independent of the number of models, although itstill potentially matches every feature of every model. It has several other draw-backs however. Other approaches include subgraph matching, but are of a highcomplexity because the rigidity constraint is relaxed. They rely on topologicalproperties which are not robust in the presence of noise. As a result, hashingtechniques were developed using topological properties [10], without much suc-cess. Stochastic approaches containing geometric elements [2, 14], or based onMarkov models generally demand very strong modeling, and lack exibility whenconstructing the model database. Signal based recognition systems [13] usuallygive a yes-no response, and do not allow a direct implementation of a matchingalgorithm.Our approach builds on geometric hashing type of techniques. Classical geo-metric hashing solves for the indexing problem, but not for the matching prob-lem however. The new method that we propose solves simultaneously for index-ing and matching. It is therefore able to rapidly select a few candidates in thedatabase and establish a feature to feature correspondence between the imageand the related candidates. It is able to deal with noisy images and with partiallyoccluded objects. Moreover, our method has reduced complexity with respect toother approaches such as tree search, geometric hashing, subgraph matching,etc.The method, called enhanced geometric hashing, introduces a way of index-ing a richer set of geometric invariants that have a stronger topological meaning,and considerably reduce the complexity of the indexing problem. They serve asa key to a multi-dimensional hash table, and allow a vote in a Hough space. Theuse of this Hough transform based vote renders our system robust, even whenthe number of collisions in the hash table bins is high, or when models in themodel base present a high similarity.In the following section we shall describe the background of our approach.We shall explain the di�erent choices we made and situate them in the light ofprevious work. Section 3 gives a brief overview of our recognition algorithm. Sec-



tions 4, 5 and 6 detail the di�erent parts of our algorithm while Sect. 7 containsour experimental results. Finally, we shall discuss the interest of our approach,as well as future extensions in the last section.2 Background and Justi�cationOur aim is to develop a recognition system based on the matching techniqueproposed in [8, 9]. We shall further detail this technique in section 4. It is a 2D-2D matching algorithm that extensively uses quasi-invariants [3]. This inducesthat our recognition and indexing algorithmwill be restricted to 2D-2Dmatchingand recognition. We can easily introduce 3D information however, by adding alayer to our model database2. Instead of directly interpreting 3D information,we can store di�erent 2D aspects of a 3D model, and do the recognition on theaspects. Once the image has been identi�ed, it is easy to backtrack to the 3Dinformation.Since our base method uses geometric invariants to model the images, andsince we want to index these images in a model base, the geometric hashingalgorithm by Lamdan and Wolfson [11] seems an appropriate choice.The advantage of this method is that it develops a way of accessing an imagedatabase with a complexity O(n) that depends uniquely on the size n of theunknown image. Multiple inconvenients exist however. They are the main reasonfor which we developed a new method we call enhanced geometric hashing. Inour method we kept the idea of an invariant indexed hash table and the principleof voting for one or several models. The similarity stops there however.The classical geometric hashing has proved to contain several weaknesses.Our approach solves them on many points.{ Grimson, Huttenlocher and Jacobs showed in [7] that the 4-point a�ne in-variant causes fundamental mismatches due to the impossibility to incorpo-rate a correct error model. Another account for false matches is that the4-point invariant, used in the classical geometric hashing method is far toogeneric, and thus, by taking every possible con�guration all topological infor-mation of the objects in the image is lost. We reduce this incertainty and lossof topological information by using the quasi-invariants proposed in [3, 9].Instead of just extracting interest points, and combining them to form a�neframes, we use connected segments to calculate the needed quasi-invariants.The segments are more robust to noise and the connectedness constraintreduces the possibility of false matches, since it is based on a topologicalreality in the image.{ The new type of quasi-invariants and the connectedness constraint add an-other advantage to our method. For a given image containing n interestpoints, the number of invariants calculated by Lamdan and Wolfson is aboutO(n4). In our method, the number of quasi-invariants mainly varies linearly2 Model database will also be referred to as model base.



with the number of interest points and lines. We therefore considerably re-duce the total complexity of the problem.{ It is known that the performance of the classical geometric hashing algorithmdecreases when the number of collisions between models increases. The mainreason for this is that the voting process only takes into account the quantita-tive information the possible matches o�er. There is no qualitative measurethat would allow votes to be classi�ed as coherent or incoherent. We intro-duce a measure of coherence between votes by using the apparent motionbetween the unknown image and the possible corresponding model that isde�ned by the match (cf. Sec. 4). Basically, the matched quasi-invariants de-�ne a geometric transform. This transform corresponds to an n-dimensionalpoint in a corresponding Hough space. Coherent votes will form a cluster,while incoherent votes will be spread out throughout the whole transforma-tion space. This enhanced voting method will allow us a greater robustnessduring the voting process.{ Our quasi-invariants are particularly well suited to describe aspects of 3Dobjects, since they vary in a controllable way with a change of viewpoint. It istherefore easy to model a 3D object by its 2D aspects. Storing these aspectsin our model base will allow us to identify an object from any viewpoint.3 The Recognition AlgorithmIn this section we present the global lay-out of our recognition system. We shallbriey address its di�erent parts. More detailed information will be given inthe following sections. From now on, we shall refer to the images in the modelbase as \models", while the unknown images to recognize will be simply referredto as \images". It is to be noted, however, that there is no a priori structuraldi�erence between the two. The classi�cation only reects the fact that \mod-els" correspond to what we know, and what is stored in the model base, while\images" correspond to what is unknown what we want to identify.The recognition algorithm can be separated in four steps. The �rst step canbe considered \o�-line". This does not mean, however, that, once the model baseconstructed it cannot be modi�ed. New models can be added without a�ectingthe performances of the recognition algorithm, and without modi�cation of themodel base structure.1. Setting up the Model Base and Vote Space. For all the models we wantto be able to recognize, we proceed in the following way: we extract interestpoints and segments from the model image. These points and segments willprovide the con�gurations needed for the calculation of the quasi-invariants.Once these invariants calculated we label them with the model from whichthey originated, and add them to the model base. Each model added to themodel base also de�nes a transformation space, ready to receive votes.2. Extracting the necessary invariants from the unknown image.3. Confronting Invariants with the Model Base. We calculate the neededinvariants from an unknown image, and need to �nd the models which are



likely to correspond to it. As in the classical geometric hashing technique,the complexity of this operation is completely independent of the number ofmodels or invariants present in the current model base. Every invariant ofthe image having been confronted to the model base, we obtain an output listcontaining the possible matches between image and the model features. Theinformation contained in one element the output list consists of an invariantof the unknown image Ii, its possible corresponding invariant in one of themodels Jjm, and the model to which Jjm belongs: Mm.4. Voting in the Transformation Space. The output list obtained from theprevious step, contains enough information to calculate an apparent motionbetween the unknown image and the corresponding model for each foundmatch. This transform de�nes a point in the transformation space, and due tothe properties of the quasi-invariants, we know that coherent votes will formclusters, while unrelated votes will spread out in the vote space. The bestmodel will be the one with the highest density cluster in its transformationspace.
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Fig. 1. Object Recognition Algorithm: We extract the invariants of the un-known image and feed them to the model base. The model base returns possiblematches, which are used to calculate the transforms in the vote space. Thesetransforms are added in the corresponding transformation space. The modelpresenting the best density cluster is returned as a match for the image.



4 Matching InvariantsIn this section we address the matching algorithm which our system is builton [8]. It was initially designed for image to image matching, but as we willshow, it can easily be used to match an image to a model base. The principle isto calculate the invariants of n models, as well as those of an unknown image i.By comparing the invariants of the n models to those of i, and by using a votingtechnique, we can determine the model image that most resembles i.4.1 Single Image to Image MatchingThe base algorithm calculates quasi-invariants from features in an image. Quasi-invariants vary in a controllable way under projective transforms and are explic-itly described in [3]. Since they vary only slightly with a small change in theviewpoint, they are well suited as a similarity measure between two con�gura-tions.As shown in [3], the couple (�; �) formed by the angle � and the length ratio� de�ned by two intersecting segments, form a quasi-invariant. Moreover, thesevalues are invariant under any similarity transform of the image. Gros [9] showedthat it is valid to approximate the apparent motion between two images of a sameobject by such a similarity transform3 in order to obtain a match between thetwo.If we consider the con�gurations of intersecting segments in two images ofthe same object (taken from di�erent viewpoints, but with a camera movementthat remains within reasonable bounds) the invariants of two correspondingcon�gurations should not di�er too much. Matching these con�gurations canbe done is a two-stage process.We consider any pair of invariants that are not too di�erent from one an-other. Hence, the corresponding con�gurations are similar, and form a possiblematch. This gives us a list of possible matches between the two images. In or-der to determine which of them correspond to correct matches, we approximatethe apparent motion between the two images by a similarity transform. Eachpossible match de�nes such a transform, and allows us to calculate its param-eters [8]. If we present each calculated similarity as a point in the appropriatetransformation space, a correct match should de�ne a similarity close to thosede�ned by the other correct ones, while incorrect matches will uniformly spreadout in the transformation space. In the second stage, we therefore only needto search the four dimensional Hough space. We refer to this Hough space as\transformation space". The point with the highest density cluster wields thebest candidate for the apparent motion between the two images. The invariantpairs having contributed to this cluster are those that give the correct matchesbetween con�gurations. (A weight can be a�ected to the votes, depending onthe con�dence and/or robustness accorded to both con�gurations.)3 By taking a di�erent form of invariants, one can approximate the apparent motionby an a�ne transform [9]. We shall be using the similarity case, keeping in mindthat the a�ne case could be applied to our method without loss of generality.



4.2 Single Image to Multiple Image MatchingIn order to match the invariants of one image i to those of the models in a modelbase, we could proceed by matching i to every model in the model base. As wehave mentioned in the introduction, this operation is of too high a complexity.Since we aim at rendering the comparison phase independent of the numberof models, we need to store our invariants in such a way that comparison onlydepends on the number of invariants in i, and not on the number of storedmodels in our model base. By using the values of the invariants as indexing keysin a multi-dimensional hash table we achieve the requested result.When we compare our invariants to the model base (as will be described inSect. 5) the list of possible matches will be similar to the one obtained in thesingle image matching case. The only di�erence is that the found matches willno longer refer to one model, but to various models present in the model base.By assigning a transformation space to each of the found models, we can votein an appropriate transformation space for every possible match.Unlike Lamdan and Wolfson, we do not select the model having obtainedthe highest number of votes, but the one having the highest density cluster.By doing this we found an elegant way of �ltering the incoherent votes fromthe correct ones, and we obtain a very robust voting system. Furthermore, thedensity cluster allows us to solve the matching problem, since it contains theinvariant pairs that correctly contributed to the vote.5 Storing Model Invariants and Accessing the ModelBaseNow that we have de�ned the matching context, we can take a look at the wayof easily store model invariants and allow a fast comparison with the imageinvariants.It has been shown [1, 6] that hash tables behave in an optimal manner whenthe keys are uniformly spread over the indexing space. Given a segment (onwhich we specify an origin O), however, a random second segment (with O asorigin) will give a distribution of quasi-invariants (�,�) that is not uniform. Inorder to obtain an optimal use of the table entries and minimize the risk of losingprecision within certain zones, we need to transform our initial invariant valuesto obtain a uniform probability.The distribution of the �rst member of the invariant, the angle �, is uniform,but it is not practical to compare two values in the [0; 2�[ range since theyare de�ned modulo �. By systematically taking the inner (i.e. smaller) anglebetween two segments, we obtain values within the [0; �[ range. They conservethe property of uniform distribution and make comparison easier.We can solve the problem of the non-uniform distribution of the length ratio� in a similar fashion. Instead of considering the value � = l1l2 , which has a nonuniform distribution, we can use �0 = ln (�) = ln (l1) � ln (l2) which behavescorrectly as indexing key.



Now that we have solved the indexing problem, we can put the model in-variants in our hash table. Since invariants contain noise and since their valuesare only quasi-invariant to the projective transforms that model the 3D-2D map-ping, it is necessary to compare the invariants of the image to those in the modelbase up to an ". To compare an unknown invariant to those in the model base,we can proceed in any of the two following manners:{ Since " is known at construction time, multiple occurrences of one invariantcan be stored in the model base. To be assured that an invariant spans thewhole "-radius incertainty circle4 we can store a copy of it in each of theneighbouring bins. At recognition time we only need to check one bin to �ndall invariants within an " radius.{ We can obtain the same result by storing only a single copy of the invariants.At recognition time however, we need to check the neighbouring bins in orderto recover all invariants within the " scope.6 Voting ComplexityVoting in the vote space is linear in the number of found initial match candidates.The number candidates depends on the number of hits found by the modelbase. Their quantity is a function of the number of bins in the model base, andthe number of models contained therein. Given an invariant of the unknownimage, the probability to hit an invariant of a model in the model base varieslinearly with the number of models. This probability also depends inverselyon the number of bins and the distribution of the models in the model base.Basically, the complexity of the voting process is O (n�m). Where n is thenumber of invariants in the image and m the number of models in the modelbase.7 Experimental ResultsIn this section we present the results of some of the experiments we conductedon our method. The �rst test, using CAD data, shows that our method allowsus to correctly identify the aspect of a 3D object. A second test with real, noisyimages, validates our approach for detecting and recognizing di�erent objects ina same image.7.1 Synthetic Data: Aspect RecognitionWe present here an example of 3D object recognition using aspects. We placeda virtual camera on a viewing sphere, centered in an L shaped CAD model,4 As a matter of fact " is a multidimensional vector, de�ning an uncertainty ellipsoid.For convenience we'll assume that it is a scalar de�ning \"-radius incertainty circle".This a�ects in no way the generality of our results.



and took about 200 images from di�erent angles. These images were used toautomatically calculate 34 aspects that were fed into the model base. We thenpresented each of the 200 initial images to our recognition system5. Since wehave the program that generated the aspects at our disposal, we could easilycheck for the pertinence of the results given by our system.The results we obtained can be categorized in three groups: direct hits, in-direct hits and failed hits. Direct hits are the images our system found the cor-responding aspect for. Failed hits are those the system misinterpreted and at-tributed a wrong aspect. The indirect hits need some more attention and will bede�ned below.In order to easily understand why indirect hits occur, we need to detail howthe algorithmwe used, proceeds in calculating the di�erent aspects. The programuses a dissimilarity measure between images. In function of a dynamic thresholdit constructs di�erent classes of similar images. It is important to note that eachimage can belong to only one unique class. Once the di�erent classes obtained,the algorithm synthesises all of the members of a class into a new \mean" view.This view is then used as the representative of this class.It is the combined e�ect of having an image belong to only one class, andsynthetically creating a representative of a class that causes the indirect hits. It ispossible that some of the members of other classes are similar to this synthesizedview, although they were too dissimilar to some of the class members to beaccepted in that class. One of the cases where this is situation is common, iswhen the algorithm decides to \cut" and start a new class. Two images oneither side of the edge will be very similar, while their class representatives candi�er allot. indirect hits do not necessarily occur systematically on boundarieshowever. The example in Fig. 2 (top) shows this clearly.We therefore de�ne these hits as indirect since they refer to a correct aspect(in the sense that it is the one that corresponds to the best similarity trans-form), although it is not the one initially expected. They are considered as validrecognition results.As for the failed hits, we have noted that most come from degenerate views(cf. example in Fig. 2 bottom). Since we took a high number of images fromall over the viewing sphere we necessarily retrieved some views where some dis-tortion occurred. In the cited example, for instance, the \correct" model is themiddle one. Our recognition algorithm proposed the model on the right for asimple reason: the distorted face of both the right model and the image are com-pletely equivalent and di�er only by some rotation, and the calculated \correct"model is a complete degenerate view that contains almost zero information.We obtained the following results for the recognition of our images:5 In a �rst time we presented the 34 aspects to the model base to check whetherthe system was coherent. We got a 100% recognition rate. Moreover, this result hasbeen observed in all cases where the images our system was to recognize, had anidentical copy in the model base. This result is not fundamental, but proves that theimplementation of the di�erent parts is sound.



Example of an indirect hit : the un-known image should have been assignedto the �rst model. Our system matchedit with the right model. As a matterof fact, the right model and the imageonly di�er by a 114� rotation which isa better similarity transform than theone that approximates the apparent no-tion between the image and the otheraspect.Example of an failed hit : the unknownimage should have been assigned to the�rst model. Our system matched it withthe right model. The reason for thismismatch is due to the lack of informa-tion in the middle model, and the sim-ilarity between the two distorted lowerfaces.
Recognition ResultAspect it should findUnknown Image

Recognition ResultAspect it should findUnknown ImageFig. 2. Examples of recognition results.# Models # Images Direct Indirect Failed Recognition Rate34 191 151 (79.0%) 26 (13.6%) 14 (7.3%) 92.6%Without Hough vote: 36 correct hits 18.8%7.2 Real Data: Object RecognitionWe shall now present the tests using real images containing noise. We took theimage database of 21 objects from [10]. We then presented the a series of realimages to the model base, containing one or more objects. Note that the imagebase is incomplete for our standards, since we don't have a complete series ofaspects for the objects at our disposal. This will allow us to verify the behaviourof our method when unknown aspects or objects are present in an image. Someof the 16 images we used to test recognition algorithm can be found in Fig. 3.We conducted two types of tests: �rst we tried to detect one object per imagefor all images; in a second stage we asked our system to recognize the numberof objects we knew were present in the image. We obtained a 94% recognitionrate for the �rst kind of tests (�rst three results in Fig. 3). The second seriesshow that there are three types of images: those showing known objects in aknown aspect, images showing known objects in an unknown aspect, and thosefeaturing unknown objects.For the objects showing a known aspect we obtain a very good recognitionrate (9 out of 11 objects are recognized). This con�rms the e�ectiveness of ourmethod. For the image containing no known objects we get excellent results as



Known objects in a knownaspect Unknownobjects Known objects in an un-known aspectImagesInvariantsOutput Fig. 3. Some of the 16 images used for recognition.well: 6 models were matched ex aequo with a very low vote weight compared tothe previous results.However, none of the matched objects with an unknown aspect was correct(last two results Fig. 3). Although this result may seem deceptive, we note thatthe weight of the votes resulting in the second match are signi�cantly lower thanthose identifying a correct aspect. Furthermore, our system does not use any 3Dinformation whatsoever. Recognition of unknown aspects from 3D objects doesnot fall within its scope, which we showed with this experiment.8 Discussion and Future ExtensionsIn this paper we presented a new solution to the problem of object recognitionin the presence of a model database. We have developed an indexing techniquewe called enhanced geometric hashing. Our approach allows us to solve for theindexing and matching problem in one pass in a way similar to the geometrichashing approach and is able to detect and recognize multiple objects in animage. Other contributions consists in using invariants that contain more topo-logical information and are more robust than the simple 4 point con�guration,enhancing the voting phase by introducing a richer and more discriminatingvote, and reducing the complexity of the problem.We validated our approach on both CAD and real image data, and foundthat our approach is very robust and e�cient. Although it is based on 2D imageinformation, we have showed that we can recognize 3D models through theiraspects.
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